p 125: pattern #3. Left side: add 2 columns of speckles.

page 125: 3rd, 4th and 5th black vertical columns from L: decreases lean the other way

page 10: bottom of first column. Add: Note: If you are
using a very loose gauge, you may have to make pieces 6
& 7 a bit shorter so they don’t bulge beyond the front
edge, making it difficult to align them neatly.
page 52: additional info under : MAT ERIALS
Yarn: Shown in Jaeger Persia 50g (100m), No.503.
Sweater length 7–9 balls. Dress length: 39", 12–14 balls;
42", 13–15 balls; 45", 14–16 balls; 48", 15–17 balls; 52",
16–18 balls.
page 75, change Purl to Knit: in this sentence:To cast
on before a picked up section: Leave a tail and pick up
and knit from the right side, turn and KNIT to end of
pick up. Now use the tail and working thread to cast
on. Continue with right side row.
page 116: right hand column: finishing First side: At
the toe decrease miter, draw a loop of the shank of the
small circular needle out between the stitches to separate
them into 2 equal groups. Fold the sock in half and graft
sides. If you use a normal right side stocking stitch graft,
fold with right sides facing. But fold with wrong sides facing if using the Super Simple grafting method in the
appendix (p 241). Transfer the stitches of the second side
to the smaller needle and graft the second side. Weave in
loose ends using the ends at the cuff to reduce the “jog” at
the joins. For a baby bootie, thread elastic or cord above
the ankle.
page 122: bottom of righthand column; eliminate the
last line ... a stray... AND, same page: Inside of Cup
Change Rnd #'s 33, 38, 41 & 43 TO 34, 40, 44 & 46
page 124: under Saucer - underside - 2nd line after
Rnd 10: Change 32 to 30. Plus, before the line starting
Rnd 3 -add heading: TOP. Knit 2 rounds THEN start
rnd 3. ALSO: Rnd 12 should have one less stitch so: k2
tog, k3 (instead of k4).
page 125 Pattern 4: 4th segment, an unnecessary box
appears at the left end of row 5 and the white box on the
left end of row 11 has not been completed.

page 135, end of first paragraph. Add the line: Be sure
to stitch through the loops and not between or under
them.
page 142: Righthand column - under Slip, slip, knit:
“...can also be worked as sl1, k1” (instead of K1, sl 1)
p 159 The 3 diagrams at the top of the page.
Each of the first 2 diagrams, (Cellular Automaton cables
and the 2nd which should be labeled Cellular Automaton
Lace) should have outward leaning symbols at the beginning and end of the 2nd row of the chart and inward
leaning symbols at the center 2 sts of the 3rd row.
page 190: just above “Left Side of Jacket” add: Seam
sleeve and side slits.
page 194: first column, eliminate “Rnd 3” - and change
“these 3 rnds” to “repeat rnd 2”
Righthand column of page 194, under Finishing - add:
Seam the tops and bottoms of the sleeves, ...
under Modifications: Try changing square miters to
curves. This is done by replacing one marker with two
and scattering the increases about between them through
the whole growing segment instead of lining them up at
the markers.
page 241: - add at bottom of lefthand column:
The needle passes through the stitches in the same way a
knitting needle would. When going from back to front,
as in purling, the needle goes through both stitches purlwise. When going from front to back as in knitting, it
passes through both stitches knitwise. I find it easiest to
sew under the needle holding the stitches.p 122 Inside of
Cup Change Rnd #'s 33, 38, 41 & 43 TO 34, 40, 44 &
46

